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Returnees Without Identity 
The Crisis of Identity Documents Loss in the Autonomous Administration’s 

Areas in Deir Ezzor 

Summary 
This study discusses the issue of the people of Deir Ezzor governorate returning 

from displacement camps in areas of the Autonomous Administration control, 

residents of the Administration’s controlled countryside, who are suffering 

partially or entirely from the problem of the loss of identification documents. 

This group suffers from neglect and general problems due to displacement. But 

what makes them suffer even worse is the harsh living conditions in the camps 

located in the Autonomous Administration’s areas. That has been reflected in the 

loss of identity documents problem, where large numbers of displaced people 

lost their identity documents in the camps. Additionally, the loss of identity 

documents causes daily life consequences in mobility within an area suffering 

security tensions and witnessing the continuous activity of ISIS cells. 

The study tries to diagnose the problem of identification documents loss among 

IDPs from Deir Ezzor. Also, the study attempted to measure the problem’s 

magnitude and effects through 30 interviews, 10 of which were devoted to the 

host community representatives (dignitaries, local councils, and civil society). 

Besides, 20 interviews were conducted with returnees and two round-table 

sessions attended by returnees, civil society representatives, and the 

Autonomous Administration. 

The study found that the returnees who lost their identity documents represent 

a marginalized group in terms of pursuing and advocating for their cause, 

particularly by civil society organizations. Because of the loss of identification 

documents, they also live with complex problems, including daily life problems 

and long-term issues.  

The study proposes suggestions in the form of recommendations to 

international organizations. If those recommendations were considered, 

sustainable solutions could be provided to the issue. The recommendations to 
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civil society organizations in the region could contribute to mitigating the 

effects of the loss of identity documents problem on the returnees’ daily lives. 
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Introduction 
The loss of identification documents is one of the most complex and prominent 

problems facing Displaced Syrians living outside the government control in 

Syria. Syrian refugees in neighboring countries, particularly Lebanon, suffer the 

same issue. The complexity of this problem is a result of two main elements: 

1. The implications of losing identification documents as "those documents are 

necessary to establish personal identity, status, or ownership, by which a legal 

entity exists". Therefore, the partial or total loss of identification documents 

deprives the person of legal existence. That has daily life implications and long-

term cumulative effects, such as the inability to register marriage, divorce, new-

borns, inheritance, and proof of property rights1. 

2. The problem is closely connected to the context and parties of the conflict. 

The Syrian government continues to be the only official body for issuing travel 

documents and other recognized identification documents. While identification 

documents issued by other control parties (the interim government, the 

salvation government, and the Autonomous Administration) do not have any 

recognition outside its areas. Also, those parties do not recognize identity 

documents issued by one another, particularly in the case of the Autonomous 

Administration and the interim government. This further complicates the 

problem and its effects on those who lost their identification documents due to 

non-recognizing papers issued by any party other than the Syrian government. 

Besides, those who lost their documents are left unable to obtain new ones from 

government-controlled areas due to security prosecution, the possibility of 

arrest, and the high cost of obtaining documents through intermediaries. Most 

of the displaced people cannot secure that cost, besides the fraud and forgery in 

many cases in this process. 

The political dimension of the loss of identity documents crisis prevents a lasting 

solution, despite the interest of Syrian civil society organizations and their 

efforts with international actors to find solutions. In 2020, “JFL," “The Day After," 

and “Syrians for Truth and Justice” filed a complaint to three UN special 

rapporteurs, calling on the concerned political parties, primarily the United 

 
1 Youssef Gharibi, Thousands of people without ID documents in Syria’s Idlib, Enab Baladi 
Newspaper, May 24, 2020, https://bit.ly/3N6Ul7s 
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Nations and the government of the Syrian regime, to address the problem of 

losing identification documents and to take effective steps to resolve the 

difficulties faced by the Syrian displaced as a result to that2. However, those 

efforts have so far failed to bring solutions. In their periodic reports on the 

human rights status in Syria, Syrian organizations, including JFL, are also keen to 

highlight the risks of displaced people returning to the Syrian government-

controlled areas with a view to obtaining identification documents, including 

arbitrary detention, and torture, violations of human and property rights. 

Besides, the exacerbating of violations effects due to systematic lack of identity 

documents and other documents and the impossibility of accessing them3. Yet, 

that has not contributed towards sustainable solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 More details on the complaint and demands made by the three organizations in this paper: A 
Complaint to Three UN Special Rapporteurs on the Loss of Evidentiary Documents by Syrians, 
JFL, October  2020 https://jfl.ngo/en/a-complaint-to-three-un-special-rapporteurs-on-the-loss-of-
evidentiary-documents-by-syrians-2/  
3 More details on the human rights status report in the Syrian Arab Republic, contributed by JFL 
and a group of Syrian organizations. It was presented to the Human Rights Council in January 
2022: https://jfl.ngo/en/within-the-preparatory-work-for-the-universal-periodic-review-session-
on-syria-demands-to-repeal-discriminatory-laws-abolish-the-trials-of-human-rights-defenders-
and-reveal-the-fate-of-those-forcibl/  
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The Problem 
Studying the loss of identity documents phenomenon among displaced people 

at the level of Syrian displacement, in general, is difficult. Since this phenomenon 

may affect all displaced people in part or total. Even if the displaced person has 

their identification documents at the time of displacement, they may often be 

exposed to one of the problems of losing identity documents, as the war is taking 

a long time. That includes registering new-borns and deaths, obtaining a travel 

document, and proof of ownership. Most studies, therefore, tend to divide the 

problem of identity document loss by geography of Syrian internal displacement 

and control. Thus, the Autonomous Administration control areas in north-

eastern Syria were chosen. A category has been selected as it might be 

marginalized in terms of advocating its issues, mainly the loss of identification 

documents. This category is the people of Deir Ezzor governorate who have 

returned from the displacement camps in the areas controlled by the 

Autonomous Administration and are still residing there. They suffer, partially or 

completely, from the problem of losing identity documents. This group suffers 

from neglect in addition to general displacement problems. But what makes 

their conditions even worse is the hard life in the camps located in the 

Autonomous Administration areas, which is reflected in the problem of loss of 

identity documents. A large number of displaced people lost their identity 

documents in camps, which has daily life implications and mobility issues in an 

area that suffers security tensions and yet still witnesses ISIS cells’ activity. 

Through this study, we will try to diagnose the problem of losing identification 

documents among the displaced people of Deir Ezzor, and to estimate the 

problem size and effects by answering the following questions that represent 

the study questions: 

1- How many displaced people are returning from camps in the Autonomous 

Administration areas? Where is their geographical density in the cities and 

towns of Deir Ezzor countryside under the Autonomous Administration’s 

control? 

2- What is the portion of those who lost their identification documents from 

total returnees from camps? What are the missing identity documents 

that they consider to have the most impact on their daily lives? 
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3- What are the most prominent official or informal means they resort to in 

order to overcome the loss of identity documents problem in their daily 

lives? 

4- Does the Autonomous Administration provide any interest or solutions to 

address the loss of identity documents problems for returnees? Are there 

channels of communication between returnees and the Administration 

about the possibility of finding a solution to the problem? 

5- What are the most prominent suggestions or perceptions for an 

acceptable solution to the loss of identity documents problem, which can 

mitigate the effects on their daily life? 
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The Importance and Goals 
The importance of the study stems from highlighting a problem affecting 

thousands of displaced people in the Autonomous Administration in Deir Ezzor 

countryside. Besides, this problem prevents these people from resuming their 

lives outside camps. It is considered a part of a larger problem affecting 

displaced Syrians in general. The study, therefore, aims to characterize this 

problem and determine its size and dimensions, leading to proposing 

recommendations that may contribute to addressing the problem or mitigating 

its effects on the displaced people. 

The Community and Sample of the Study 
The study community is represented by Deir Ezzor residents who have left 

displacement camps in the Autonomous Administration control areas and have 

been spread across the cities and towns of Deir Ezzor countryside under the 

Administration’s control. Due to the difficulty of the comprehensive location of 

the study community, we pulled a non-random sample representing the 

returnees from camps, whom we interviewed and invited to round-table 

sessions. Besides, we conducted interviews with civil society representatives, 

dignitaries, and members of local councils in the areas of the returnees spread. 

There were 10 interviews with community representatives (civil society 

organizations, dignitaries, and local councils) and 20 interviews with returnees 

from displacement camps covering the geographical distribution of returnees 

along the countryside of Deir Ezzor under the Administration's control. The 

interviews were distributed to 14 women and 6 men. While selecting women in 

our sample, we considered including widows with no breadwinners, as the loss 

of identity documents doubles the problems posed for women breadwinners. To 

complete the study data, two round-tables were held on April 12 and 19, 2022. 

During the first roundtable, 4 returnees and two representatives from civil 

society organizations took part. And 4 returnees and two representatives of the 

local community participated in the second roundtable, and a staff member and 

the director of the civil Registry established by the Autonomous Administration 

in Deir Ezzor while preparing for the study. 
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Data Sources 
The study relied on two types of data: 

Primary sources: Data collected by field researchers and through interviews on 

the field, besides data collected from roundtables. 

Secondary sources: Data published about the issue in newspapers, reports, and 

studies. 

Data Collection Tool 
The interviews were conducted according to a questionnaire designed based on 

the data obtained from the sources about the problem.  
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First: Forced Displacement in Deir Ezzor (Context and 

Actors)  
Deir Ezzor governorate is located in the east of Syria on the Iraqi borders, 

consisting of three main cities, Deir Ezzor, Al-Bukamal, and Al-Mayadeen, 

with 14 districts. Villages in Deir Ezzor spread across the two banks of the 

Euphrates River, which divides the governorate into two parts. The 

population of Deir Ezzor was 1.237 million in 2011. Government forces first 

stormed the city in August 2011. There was a large-scale arrests campaign, 

and the city experienced the first wave of temporary displacement. In June 

2012, the opposition factions entered the city and declared it liberated, 

except for the security centers. The government forces responded with a 

major military campaign led by the Republican Guards in September 2012 

and managed to recapture some part of the city after a massacre in the 

neighborhoods of Al-Joura and Al-Qusour, killing hundreds4 of people. 

Then, the opposition-controlled neighborhoods were besieged and 

shelled repeatedly until January 2013. The city's local factions managed to 

break the siege and open a crossing with the countryside that became a 

displacement destination for the people from Deir Ezzor city and other 

governorates. The governorate's population rised to 1.750 million in 2014.  

At the beginning of 2015, ISIS took control of Deir Ezzor governorate 

except for two neighborhoods that remained under the government 

forces' control and were besieged by ISIS. About 300,000 people lived in 

those neighborhoods, and most of them were displaced from the 

neighborhoods under ISIS control. The ISIS control over Deir Ezzor 

governorate led to a large wave of displacement. The governorate’s 

population decreased to 1.4 million in 2015 and 1.135 million in 2016.5 

In mid-August 2017, the government and Russian forces began intensive 

attacks on ISIS positions in Deir Ezzor from the western countryside (Al-

Shamia) and the route of Damascus-Deir Ezzor Road to lift the siege on Al-

Joura and Al-Qusour neighborhoods, which was accomplished on 

September 6. Then, military operations moved towards the eastern 

 
4 Al Joura and Al Qusour The Forgotten Crime, JFL, September, 2017, https://jfl.ngo/en/al-joura-
and-al-qusour-the-forgotten-crime/  
5 Forced displacement and violations in Deir Ezzor and Raqqa, ACU, November 2017. P. 1-2. 
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countryside towards Al-Bukamal city, which was recaptured in early 

November 2017. Military operations against ISIS in this part of Deir Ezzor 

governorate led to 362 civilian casualties, including 74 children, and the 

displacement of nearly 250,000 civilians. Most of them went to villages on 

the other bank of the river (Al-Jazira). The SDF controls those areas, and 

people were accommodated in camps prepared by the SDF6. 

In conjunction with the campaign of the government forces and Russia, 

the SDF and the international coalition launched Operation Al-Jazira 

Storm, which aimed to control the southern countryside of Hasaka and the 

northern and western countryside of Deir Ezzor (Al-Jazira). Within two 

months, the operation managed to control most of the area reaching the 

outskirts of Hajin city7. The SDF and the international coalition operations 

led to the displacement of nearly 150,000 people in Deir Ezzor 

governorate; which population decreased to 985,000 people8 in 2017. 

When the SDF declared victory over ISIS and controlled its last stronghold 

in Al-Baguz town on March 23, 2019, the forced displacement toll, due to 

the SDF and coalition’s operations, reached 560,000 people in Deir Ezzor, 

Raqqa, and Hasaka governorates.9 

Displacement Camps in the Autonomous Administration Areas 

An estimated 23,000 displaced people10 from Deir Ezzor live in camps in the 

Autonomous Administration’s control areas, scattered across a total 10 camps. 

However, their larger communities are concentrated in the Al-Hol, Ain Issa, and 

Al-Sad camps, which we will describe: 

 

 
6 Summary report: Nearly 370,000 displaced in Deir Ezzor and Raqqa following the Syrian-Russian 
alliance attacks, the Syrian Network for Human Rights (SNHR), October 13, 2017, P. 3-4. 
7 On the fourth anniversary of the international coalition forces' intervention in Syria, the SNHR 
presents the database of incidents that constituted violations of international law. SNHR, 
September 23, 2018, P. 11-12. 
8 Displacement and violations in Deir Ezzor and Raqqa, a previously mentioned reference, P. 2. 
9 The killing of 3,037 civilians, including 924 children, by the coalition forces since they intervened 
in Syria five years ago. SNHR, September 23, 2019, P. 4-5. 
10 «Ain Issa»... From a cotton warehouse to a camp for thousands of displaced people, Asharq Al-
Awsat Newspaper’s website, November 13, 2019, https://bit.ly/3PlUZj6 
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Al-Hol Camp 

The camp is located on the outskirts of Al-Hol town, 42 km east of Hasakah city 

and 14 km away from the Syrian-Iraqi borders. The camp covers a 1.8 square 

kilometres area. It was first established during the Second Gulf War in 1991 as an 

Iraqi refugee camp at the request of the UNHCR. The camp reopened after the 

invasion of Iraq in 2003 for the same reason. When ISIS controlled the Al-Hol area, 

the camp was closed and nearly 50 displaced Syrian and Iraqi families were 

expelled. In April 2016, a few months after the SDF took control of the area, the 

camp reopened at the request of the UNHCR, under the pressure of 

displacement waves from Deir Ezzor and Raqqa and displaced Iraqis because of 

military operations against ISIS. The camp's population reached 12,000 people in 

2016. Then the number started increasing every year due to escalating military 

operations against ISIS until it reached its peak of 73,000 people in 201911. 70% of 

the population are under 18, and 65% of them are under 1212. Among the camp's 

residents are prisoners from ISIS with their families. They are split into 47 

nationalities. The residents are divided by nationality into 30,000 Syrians, the 

same number from Iraqis, and 10,000 foreigners from different nationalities13. 

Al-Hol camp consists of eight sectors and an annex. Every sector host between 

1,300 and 1,800 families. The sectors are distributed as follows: five sectors for 

civilian families that have no connections with ISIS; two for Syrians and three for 

Iraqis, in addition to three sectors for "ISIS" members; one for Syrians and 

another for the European Nationalities, and one for other nationalities14. The SDF 

has isolated the camp from its surroundings and prevented its residents of 

women and children from going outside, turning the camp into an isolated 

canton where ISIS women impose their control over other women. Some reports 

indicate that they are secretly running the camp through the so-called "Al-Hesba" 

unit, that punishes women who commit Sharia’a offenses according to ISIS's 

 
11 Al-Hol camp is similar to a detention camp hosting tens of thousands of displaced people in 
inhumane conditions, SNHR, October 29, 2020, P. 2-4. 
12 Syrian Arab Republic: Humanitarian Response at Al-Hol Camp, UN OCHA, Case Report No. 2 
(March 31, April 17, 2019) P. 1. 
13 Al-Hol camp in Hasakah governorate: A daunting problem and potential future risks, Syrian Civic 
Platform, August 9, 2019, P. 1. 
14 Al-Hol camp is similar to a detention camp hosting tens of thousands of displaced people in 
inhumane conditions, SNHR, previously mentioned reference, P. 3. 
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point of view15. A German government report warned of the behavior of ISIS 

women inside Al-Hol camp, saying they were bringing children to be the next ISIS 

generation. And the camp has become a "dangerous school of terrorism16." 

Human rights report also indicated security deteriorating in the camp17. 

Because of this situation, many states sought to take back their citizens residing 

in Al-Hol camp. Several evictions of families living in the camp have been carried 

out through so-called "clan mediations." In addition, many camp residents 

resorted to smuggling to get out of the camp. In October 2020, the Autonomous 

Administration of Northeast Syria expressed the intention to release all Syrian 

families in the camp and allow them to return to their areas. The Administration 

justified this by “its inability to spend a lot of money to provide the residents with 

their needs. The Administration is not obligated to do so, and that “those who 

stay in the camp they will not be the Administration’s responsibility18.” 

"The Autonomous Administration" began executing its decision to evict Syrian 

families from Al-Hol camp in November 2020, according to a mechanism aiming 

to evict 15,000 women and children, out of 28,000 Syrians, in batches on bail of 

dignitaries and clan elders while keeping them under surveillance. Then, in later 

stages, it is aimed to evict Iraqi nationals19. 

Ain Issa Camp 

It is located 50 km northwest of Raqqa city. The camp was built in July 2016. And 

it is one of the camps made for those fleeing fighting and heavy shelling on Raqqa 

city by the international coalition aircrafts and then to the displaced from the 

eastern countryside of Deir Ezzor20. Ain Issa camp hosts more than 13,000 

 
15 Al-Hol camp in Hasakah governorate: A daunting problem and potential future risks, Syrian Civic 
Platform, previously mentioned reference, P. 2. 
16 The German government: Al-Hol camp in Syria is "a dangerous school of terrorism," DW 
website, July 18, 2020, https://bit.ly/2NqpBVE 
17 Al-Hol camp is similar to a detention camp hosting tens of thousands of displaced people in 
inhumane conditions, SNHR, previously mentioned reference, P. 8. 
18 The SDF officially decided to evacuate Al-Hol camp from displaced Syrians, Syria TV website, 
October 15, 2020, https://bit.ly/3aIpIEG 
19 The first batch of ISIS families began to be released from Al-Hol camp, Al-Khaleej Newspaper’s 
website, November 17, 2020, https://bit.ly/3bxhazF 
20 Ain Issa camp… Another story of suffering displaced Syrians, AlKhabar website, December 27, 
2017, https://bit.ly/3LdOZpB 
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displaced people, mostly from Raqqa and Deir Ezzor, besides displaced from Iraq 

fleeing the fighting and shelling in areas formerly under the control of ISIS 

fighters. There is also a special sector for ISIS families21, estimated 1,000 foreign 

families22. The camp has some 2,500 tents for the displaced from Deir Ezzor. And 

like the rest of the camps, the residents suffer a severe lack of all services23. 

In October 2019, the camp was affected by fighting in its vicinity during the 

Turkish operation known as the "the Peace Spring" which led its guards from 

Asayish forces to withdraw. Therefore, 785 ISIS families and displaced people 

fled the camp disorderly after clashes between displaced civilians and ISIS 

families, prompting the Administration to evacuate the whole camp24.  

Al-Sadd Camp (Al-Arisha)  

The camp is located north of Al-Shaddadi city in Hasakah governorate, 3 km from 

Al-Arisha village25. The camp was the first stop for displaced people from Deir 

Ezzor governorate since the beginning of fighting against ISIS in 2017 till its end.  

The camp’s population reached 20,000 displaced. The SDF personnel and officers 

supervise the camp, while the UN offices in Damascus and the Syrian Red 

Crescent distribute basic needs to its residents, including tents, mattresses, and 

blankets. The camp lacks basic life necessities; electricity and basic services. 

Generally, water and potable water is the biggest suffering for the residents. The 

camp is supplied with water through tankers on a daily basis. The camp is in Badia, 

a desert area free of any infrastructure. The residents also suffer severe lack of 

medical services, resulting in many deaths26.  

 
21 «Ain Issa»... From a cotton warehouse to a camp for thousands of displaced people, previously 
mentioned reference. 
22 SNHR, October 13, 2017, https://bit.ly/3wtVnDJ 
23 Ain Issa camp… Another story of suffering displaced Syrians, AlKhabar website, previously 
mentioned reference. 
24 The eviction of Ain Issa camp… After a clash between ISIS families and civilians, Al Arabiya Net, 
September 14, 2019, https://bit.ly/39mPD6A 
25 The tragedy of displacement... The Sad refugee camp as an example, Deir Ezzor 24 website, 
2017, https://bit.ly/3llWYpL 
26 Wael Al-Hawish, Escaping The Hell of Al-Sad Camp, Ain Al-Madina website, August 18, 2019, 
https://bit.ly/3wtlieB 
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In 2021, the camp's population fell to nearly 14,000, spread over 3,200 tents27, due 

to the eviction of many residents on clan and military guarantees, besides illegal 

smuggling routes, because of poor services and treatment of camp residents. 

According to testimonies from those who left the camp "smuggling is the most 

common way to leave. Either through individual escape, which is a high risk due 

to the risk of being shot by the camp guards or getting arrested. Or through 

smugglers who act as intermediaries for the camp management and get paid. 

According to people who left the camp, some military police personnel arranged 

the escape date, and they returned the identification documents to their owners 

in return for a $100 only for identification documents28." 

  

 
27 Fourteen thousand displaced in Al-Arish camp in Hasaka suffering declining aid, Asharq Al-Awsat 
Newspaper’s website, April 10, 2021, https://bit.ly/3yGNk9o 
28 Wael Al-Hawish, previously mentioned resource. 
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Second: Returnees and the Identification Documents 

Crisis (Results) 
This section presents the results of interviews and roundtables, which are the 

answers to the questions posed by the study, and thereby describing a 

comprehensive description of the loss of identification documents crisis among 

returnees from camps in Deir Ezzor: 

1-   Returnees and the Host Community:  

The collected data show that the majority of returnees in Deir Ezzor countryside 

under the Autonomous Administration’s control were in the Al-Hol, Ain Issa, and 

Al-Sad camps. The exit routes were through so-called clan mediations carried out 

by local clan leaders with the Autonomous Administration to evict batches of 

their clan members from the camps, mostly women and children. Additionally, 

there is something called the military bail for special cases, such as chronic 

diseases that cannot be treated in camp. This bail involves a payment between 

$1,000 and $2,000," according to a local council member in an interview. 

Another local council member stated that incalculable numbers of returnees 

had left camps by "smuggling through water tankers that unload water in the 

camp. Then many families hide in the tanks and smuggle out of the camp after 

they pay money". That was mentioned by many interviewed returnees who went 

out through smuggling, but they refused to give details. Regarding the 

geographical distribution of returnees in Deir Ezzor countryside, host 

community representatives stated that returnees spread across the entire 

countryside of the Autonomous Administration’s control. Yet, their largest 

population is in the eastern countryside, specifically in Hajin and Al-Baghuz.  

Most of the returnees live in rented houses. Those who cannot afford rent have 

set up informal camps in several areas of Deir Ezzor countryside. A civil society 

worker says, "The informal camps spread in the western countryside specifically, 

such as Mohimida camp. It hosts displaced people from the western Euphrates 

area, such as Ayyash, Al-Bogheleyyah, and Al-Khareta villages. There is a camp in 

Hawaij and Al-Zuaghir. Most of its residents are from Al-Khareta, Hawaij Shamiya, 

Al-Zuaghir Shamiya, and Al-Shamitia Al-Sharqiya villages. Returnees from Madan 

and Al-Tabani also inhabit a camp in Jazrat Al-Buhamid". About the situation in 

those camps, he added, "The situation in the camps is very bad. They require 
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basic needs, and the authorities seem not interested. But the camps are getting 

the civil society organizations’ attention, which provide assistance in those 

camps29”. 

About official estimates on numbers of Deir Ezzor returnees from the camps and 

the proportion of those missing their identification documents, the results 

showed that there were no precise figures. Representatives of the host 

community, including local councils’ staff and the Co-Presidency Council of the 

Autonomous Administration, gave conflicting figures ranging from 900 to 2,500 

returning families. However, despite their inconsistencies, most estimates 

reported between 1,200 and 1,500 families. This confirms the study's hypothesis 

that returnees are a marginalized group. The interviewed host community 

representatives indicated several reasons for the inability to control the 

numbers of returnees, including a "lack of interest in the issue," as one member 

of the local councils said. Additionally, a civil society representative said, "the 

exit routes do not help in counting returnees accurately. It is not possible to 

determine the number of people who escaped camps through smuggling. Also, 

the dignitaries involved in clan sponsorships often do not declare the 

sponsorship they do fearing being targeted by ISIS cells as they are considered 

collaborators with the SDF." 

The lack of attention and accurate estimates of the numbers of returnees 

reflects on the possibility of estimating the proportion of returnees who lost 

their identity documents among total returnees. This was reflected in the results 

of interviews with the host community representatives. They provided an 

approximate proportion of 20%-70% of returnees who lost their identity 

documents. That can be explained by the lack of interest in the issue, besides the 

significant disparity between returnees in total or partial loss of documents, the 

nature of lost documents and their association with the returnee’s daily life. For 

example, the loss of a returnee's personal identity card is considered more 

important than the loss of academic certificates or passports. Therefore, the 

 
29 For more details on informal camps in Deir Ezzor countryside under the Autonomous 
Administration’s control: Informal camps lacking assistance in Deir Ezzor governorate, JFL, April 
9, 2018, https://bit.ly/3NvmaXe 
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rate of loss of identity documents among returnees is likely closer to the higher 

percentage mentioned in the interviews’ results. 

From the interviews’ results of the host community, we noticed the absence of 

an active role for civil society organizations operating in the region, even at the 

level of mediation between returnees and the Autonomous Administration. A 

civil society representative attributed that to "a communication gap between 

the civil society and the current Administration". The active role in the loss of 

identity documents cases is limited to local dignitaries, who assist in extracting 

temporary identification documents for returnees who lost their identification 

documents. Besides, dignitaries mediate to reclaim identification documents 

from camps for some returnees whose identity documents were confiscated 

upon entry into the camp and were not returned at departure, the mechanism by 

which camps operate in the Autonomous Administration areas.  

"The process of mediating with the camp management to reclaim identification 

documents of the returnees is difficult and often useless. So, as dignitaries, now 

we seek pressure on the Autonomous Administration to open a civil registry in 

Deir Ezzor that will end the problem of lost identity documents," says one of the 

interviewees. 

As for local councils in the areas of returnees spread in Deir Ezzor offer 

temporary solutions (temporary identification card, expat card, family book). A 

local council representative described the temporary identification card as "a 

paper that states the full name and a personal photo. The paper requires the 

presence of two witnesses to verify the applicant’s identity. The paper is signed 

by the commune (the local council) and the internal security affairs. The same 

involves the family book." As for the expat card30 granted by the civil Registry and 

not the local council31, it is "a form containing personal data of the person who 

 
30 For more details on the expat card: Expat Card in North-eastern Syria: Considerable 
Controversy and Consensus to Take Measures to Preserve the Rights of Civilians, JFL, February 
14, 2022 
 https://bit.ly/3LEA4EM 
31 Mechanism to obtain expat card: The process starts with submitting required identification 
documents to the commune. Then, get a paper to be ratified by The People's House, which is a 
bureau affiliated with the civil councils in north-eastern Syria. It is the link between the 
Administration’s civil institutions and the population. After that, the application is submitted to 
the Regional Directorate of Civil Registry, where the applicant lives. The Registry transfers the 
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lost their identification documents, attached with a rent contract and the 

lessor’s ID, and two guarantors for every applicant. The expat card is valid for six 

months and can be renewed. This card allows the holder to move only in the 

Autonomous Administration areas in north-eastern Syria and allows them to get 

bread and gas from the commune at cheaper prices than the market". About the 

extent to which temporary documents contribute to solving the problem of 

returnees who lost their identity documents, a local council representative said, 

"All these documents are temporary and do not solve the problem of identity 

document loss. Most of the time, the Autonomous Administration services desks 

do not accept them because they are easily forged". 

2-  Returning from the Camps and Loss of Identification 

Documents: 

The results of interviews with returnees showed that, on average, they had lived 

in the camps for 2-3 years. The sample included returnees from various camps in 

the Autonomous Administration areas, such as Al-Hol camps, Ain Issa, Al-Sadd, 

and others. The interviewed returnees left the camps in different ways. Some of 

them left through clan mediations, and others had military bail. Other cases in 

Ain Issa camp, they escaped when the battles came closer to the camp. 

Interviews were conducted with returnees who left camps by smuggling after 

paying some money. 

About the context of losing identification documents, the loss was related to 

displacement conditions in some cases, such as leaving the house under shelling. 

One of the returnees said, "I left my home in Al-Mayadeen city under shelling. My 

concern was to survive with my children. I did not carry my identification 

documents". The identity documents were confiscated during displacement by 

government forces or ISIS checkpoints in other cases. A female returnee said, 

“My identity documents were seized at an ISIS checkpoint because I was not 

wearing full religious cover”. 

In other cases, the loss of identity documents was related to the entry of camps. 

In the Autonomous Administration areas, the camp management confiscated 

the identification documents at the camp's entry and then returned them before 

 
applications to the internal security affairs for security checks and granting security approval. 
The approval takes between ten to fifteen days. 
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leaving. There were several cases of those who lost their identification 

documents because of unorganized evacuation from Ain Issa camp or exiting 

other camps by smuggling from other camps, then it is not possible to claim 

identification documents. There were also cases of returnees whose 

identification documents were not returned when leaving the camp despite 

leaving in legal ways. According to one of the cases, the pretext was losing the 

identification documents by the camp management because of the 

accumulation of thousands of documents at the management, which attempted 

to visit the camp management several times through dignitary mediation with no 

solution. They stated: "My identity documents were given to another person to 

smuggle them out of the camp. This is one form of corruption common in the 

camps".  

3-  Effects of Loss of Identification Documents on Returnees: 

The cases of losing identification documents varied among the interviewed 

returnees. Some of them lost all their identity documents, and others lost some 

of them. The missing documents basically involved a personal identity card and 

a family book. There were many cases of loss of ownership and academic 

certificates. An example of complete loss of identity, we interviewed a 12-year-

old32 girl whose father died in a car accident. She was transferred to Al-Hol camp, 

where another family took her in and became responsible for her. As a result, she 

does not know her family or relatives. She did not have any identification 

documents, and she could not go to school. She left the camp with the family that 

adopted her. She lives with them without any identification document for her. 

Each lost document has its special problems, either in daily life or with 

cumulative effects. During interviews with returnees, the most commonly 

experienced problems daily are related to the loss of personal identity card and 

the family book. Those problems involve an inability to move between the 

Autonomous Administration areas because military checkpoints do not 

recognize temporary identification cards and the inability to register with relief 

organizations for assistance, particularly for those who have undocumented 

births. In an interview, a woman with four children, two registered before 

 
32 The interview with the child was conducted after taking the consent of the family responsible 
for her and their presence and a detailed explanation by the researcher on the purpose of the 
interview. 
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displacement and two unregistered, said in an interview, "I only get assistance for 

my registered children, while organizations do not recognize the other two 

children".  

The crisis of loss of personal identity and academic certificates also reflects on 

the returnees’ ability to find a job in the Autonomous Administration institutions 

that do not recognize the temporary identification card for employment. A 

widow woman, who is a breadwinner for her four children and working as an 

agricultural worker, said: "The loss of my personal identity affected my ability to 

find a job at the Autonomous Administration institutions. So, I have had to work 

for agricultural landowners as a worker." There were several cases of returnees 

who have chronic diseases in the interviews. They cannot be treated in the 

Autonomous Administration areas, and they need to travel to Damascus. But 

they cannot because of the loss of identification documents. The temporary 

identification cards issued by the Autonomous Administration are not 

recognized outside its territory. The problem happens to those who want to 

travel to the interim government control areas in rural Aleppo, where the 

regional authorities do not recognize the Autonomous Administration 

documents. 

The most prominent problems arising from losing the returns' identification 

documents are the inability to register legal events such as death, marriage, and 

new-borns. And prolonged displacement leads to worsening the problem, such 

as the inability of children to go to school. A female returnee said, "my three 

children cannot enter school because they are not registered. Their older sister 

teaches them what she knows at home". According to some returnees’ opinions, 

who have lost ownership certificates or have undocumented deaths, some 

problems are deferred with the loss of such documents, such as future disputes 

over ownership. But they are not a priority now because those people cannot go 

to the Syrian government control areas fearing security prosecution. 

4-  Mechanisms for Dealing with the Problem of Identity Document 

Loss: 

Returnees who have lost their documents resort to overcoming their problems 

with the legal solutions available. The solution is temporary documents granted 

by the Autonomous Administration (temporary identification card, expat card, 

and family book). But those documents do not solve the problems mentioned 
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earlier about mobility, access to relief assistance, or education. Therefore, the 

returnees try to use informal methods to solve their problems resulting from the 

loss of identification documents, primarily dealing with intermediaries (brokers) 

to extract a replacement for their lost documents from the Syrian government 

control areas because they cannot enter those areas fearing prosecution and 

arrest. Yet, this process is very costly and without any guarantees. A returnee 

said, "the cost of obtaining a personal identity card or a passport is $1,000 per 

person. There is no guarantee that the granted documents could be forged." For 

this reason, a market has emerged for forged documents at relatively cheap 

prices, especially for personal identity cards that are used by returnees to move 

between Autonomous Administration areas or opposition-controlled areas. That 

was mentioned by many interviewees. 

Some returnees sometimes suffer from blackmail due to the loss of identity 

documents. However, they accept blackmail, hoping to find a solution to their 

problems. A returnee said, "I could not get a temporary identification card for me 

or my family, because we did not have witnesses. So, I have to pay much more for 

rent than anyone else, as I do not have a contract." According to a female 

returnee, those who cannot afford rent without a contract "resort to living in 

informal camps," according to a female returnee. She added that "My husband, 

who holds a university degree, had to work as a daily-wage labor because he lost 

his university degree and identification documents". Another returnee, who lost 

his identity card and car registration documents at Al-Hol camp, said that "I 

cannot work with my car, and I have to hire a driver because it is my livelihood 

source. I always have to pay for tickets because I cannot register the car". 

Most returnees also reported that local dignitaries played the most significant 

role in verifying those people who lost their identity documents and proving 

their identity in cases of security tension and raids in rural Deir Ezzor from time 

to time due to the activity of ISIS cells. To some extent, they are the only ones 

who showed interest and provided assistance in communicating with the 

Autonomous Administration to find a solution to the problem of losing identity 

documents or recovering confiscated identity documents in the camps. While it 

is noted from the returnees' answers that there was no role for civil society. 
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Third: Recommendations 
Through interviews with the host community and returnees, the parties' 

suggestions to solve the problem of losing documents focused on the opening 

of a civil registry center in Deir Ezzor countryside under the Autonomous 

Administration’s control. This suggestion seems to be reasonable for the 

Autonomous Administration. During the preparation of this paper, there was an 

announcement on opening a civil registry center on April 4, 2022, in the factories 

area in Deir Ezzor. Therefore, the director of the Center was hosted at one of the 

two round-table sessions, where he provided a full explanation about the Center. 

The highlights of what he said come as follows: 

The Center completely reports to the Autonomous Administration and without 

any coordination or cooperation with the Syrian government. Thirty employees 

work in the Center, which was equipped, and the staff were trained with the 

support of a civil society organization. The Center relies on governmental 

databases obtained from the civil registry centers Al-Kasra and Al-Busaira cities, 

which former public officers preserved. The Center's operations cover the 

entire countryside of Deir Ezzor under the control of the Autonomous 

Administration. 

The Center will begin issuing non-forgery-proof identity cards as a first stage. 

Then there will be efforts to issue family cards, and complete the rest 

identification documents, such as Civil Registry Document and others. The 

Center will also register births retroactively if the parents have proof of 

personality. The Center will provide its services in issuing documents to those 

who lost their documents partially or entirely, serving the population in the 

region. On the other hand, the displaced people will continue to be granted the 

expat card, and those who lost all their identification documents will have 

specially designed solutions for every case, according to the director of the 

Center. 

The opening of such a center is a good step towards addressing the crisis of the 

loss of identification documents, and the consequences of not registering legal 

events such as marriage, death, and births. However, that remains a partial 

solution because of the nature of the document granted, and the geographical 

scope of its operation. Currently, the Center does not provide solutions for 
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those who lost their entire identification documents from returnees or 

displaced people other than people from the region. On the other hand, there 

are no more useful and effective solutions to the crisis of the loss of 

identification documents in areas under the control of the interim government 

or the rescue government. So, this experience will be like its previous ones, in 

terms of not recognizing those identification documents outside the 

Autonomous Administration control areas. Therefore, those identity documents 

do not allow its holder to move outside the areas of the Autonomous 

Administration. Yet, some very important documents to the returnees, such as 

ownership certificates and travel documents, will remain exclusively 

monopolized by the Syrian government. Therefore, the following 

recommendations can be proposed, which could be solutions to the loss of 

identification documents crisis among returnees from Deir Ezzor: 

1- At the level of international organizations: In the context of the Syrian 

government's adherence to the monopoly of issuing identification 

documents as a sovereign identity document and the absence of any 

recognition of documents issued by other parties, we recommend that 

international actors in the Syrian case to find a mechanism for mediation 

between the Syrian government and various authorities. International 

organizations play the role of a third-party that passes the process of 

issuing identity documents in areas outside government control. This 

model has been implemented in other countries. It could be a solution to 

the problem of losing identity documents, which is becoming worse over 

the course of time and the absence of hope for any near political solution. 

This solution seems more realistic and viable in the Autonomous 

Administration’s case because there is still some form of ongoing 

relationship with the Syrian government on one hand and the existence of 

government institutions that continue to operate in security complexes 

within some areas of the Autonomous Administration. 

2- At the level of civil society organizations: According to interviews with 

returnees and host community, it seems that the role of civil society is 

nearly absent in addressing the issue of the loss of identity documents 

among returnees in Deir Ezzor, which in many cases leads to worsen the 

effects of the problem on people’s lives. The civil society organizations 
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can play two key roles that may significantly contribute to mitigating the 

effects of the problem:  

A. Intensifying their efforts to advocate for the case of returnees who lost 

their identity documents in Deir Ezzor countryside under the 

Autonomous Administration’s control. This can be achieved through 

focusing on assessing the magnitude and dimensions of the problem, 

bringing it to the media, and playing the role of mediator between 

returnees and the institutions of the Autonomous Administration, 

especially the civil registry, to process the cases of losing identity 

documents, especially for humanitarian cases such as orphans and the 

most vulnerable groups among returnees. 

B. Expanding the scope of the relief activity to include those who lost their 

identification documents, especially those who have undocumented 

children, according to mechanisms to be developed by the relief 

organizations and focusing on the cases of returnees’ children who cannot 

attend schools because they are not registered and trying to find solutions 

in coordination with educational institutions, because this case is 

extremely important and has long-term impacts. 
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